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Objectives and Requirements of the Trial Run 

The objectives of the trial run were stated so as to establish the 

databasis necessary for the Herring Working Group to carry out their 

prognoses e.g_ the catch in numbers of each age group. This should 

be done for 1972 only. The method to fo~low was also specified as a 

verbatim flow diagram. Note was to be taken of the resources required 

for the trial run as a probable guide to assessments of the costs. 

The data requir~ments of the trial. run were given as 

~ Catch broken down by rectangle and month whereever possible, 

the rest of catch data broken down as finely as possible. 

b Numbers per kg broken down as finely as possible (see ~). 

c Percentage of spring spawners in the samples. 

d Age distributions from samples taken at random from the 

catch. 

Datamaterial 

During the ADP meeting the datamaterial which should be included 

in the databank was specified and punching forms were prepared. 

The catch data were extracted from the ICES Statistical Newletters 

(Herring and Mackerel) 1972 and from the Bulletin Statistique 1972. 

The biological data, numbers per kg and age-distributions were ex

tracted partly from Statistical Newletters and some material had 

been sent to the Statistician of ICES to be used for this exercise. 
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Design of System 

We decided to design the system using a standard programme package 

and we chose that which has been used by the Danish laboratory for 

some years l the OSIRIS package. 

We started with an analysis of the facilities reqUired by the 

herring experts and from that list we found which of the operations 

could be handled by the OSIRIS system. The left over operations are 

the programming reqUired for the trial run. 

Analysis of the flow-diagram submitted by herring experts led us 

to the following list of required operations; 

1. Display of a file. 

2. Simple calculations within catch and biOlogical data. 

3. Extracting data with specified properties. 

4. Tables of catch; biological material split on geographical 

areas time; gear etc. 

5. Creating files including all data where at least a specified 

breakdown is available. 

6. Split a total according t6 subtotal which have a finer struc

ture either in time area etc. 

7. Completing information from neighbouring months. 

Conclusions are as follows 

a. OSIRIS will be most efficiently used if all information is 

collected into one file. 

b. OSIRIS will under a be able to handle points 1-4 of the above 

list with a single exception, i.8. tables of age distributions. 

We then continued to draw up flow diagrams and a file definition 

for the system. 
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Keywords to be used 8S input. 

Identifier 

Data 

Variable 

Country 

Year 

Month 

Oivision 

Subdivision 

Species Area 

Rectangle 

Gear 

Utilization 

Source of samples 

Keyword 

CDUN 

YEAR 

MNTH 

OIVS 

SBDV 

SPAR 

REeT 

GEAR 

UTIL 

SOUR 

Catch eTCH 

Number weighed NUMW 

Weight WGHT 

Percentage of spring SPRS 

Number aged NUMA 

Ages AGES 
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5. great ing files includ ing data w;Lth limited breakdown. 

This operation will do the following 

1. It filters the basis file for all information which has 

a key coarser than the key specified. 

2. The records are delivered on disc and sorted. 

3. The sorted file is aggregated. 

1. Catch, only the information with coarsed key is retained. 

2. The bi610gical information is summed and delivered on 

Flow diagram 

a disc file. The data is completed by taking data from 

neighbouring months. 
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CREATE continued 

The format of the key input is 

1 

GREATE 
12. 1'5 10 IS 2.1 

D1)l J, [r D 2 I, I--~--~ 
The ID is the identifier variable which is to be retained .in the 

identificator. Variables not listed will be summed over, 

6. Seli t a total 

This operation will do the fol~owing: 

1. It takes as input two keys; one must be a refinement of 

the other. 

2. It filters the basis file for all information which has a 

key coarser than the coarser input key. Records which do 

not fulfil this requirement are left out, the oth8~ records 

are transferred to disc. 

3. The data are sorted, the month being the finest criterion. 

4. The sorted fil~ is aggregated on the coarser key, a new 

file is created. 

6. The sorted file is aggregated on the finer key, a new file 

is created. Data is completed. 

6. The following calculation is performed. 

Data var. (coarser key) x Data var. (finer key) / 

~ Data var (finer key) 

Finer 

key 

the result is delivered in Data var (finer key), This re

sult is printed and put on disc in the resulting fils. 

The data-var is a data variable, say catch, which is going 

to be split. 

FORMAT 
1 S <"1 1'2. l~ 16 q. 20 2.1 
SPLIT DATA YAR IDl , , 

The data var is the data variable which is going to be spl it, 

The ID variables are the part of the identifier to be retained 

in the key. 
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Flow-diagram 

7. Completing information from neighbouring month 

In the case where biological information is lacking for a certain 

area in a certain month but catch has been recorded, we need some 

facility to complete the data. The herring experts stipulated that 

the neighbouring month should be used. 

We have not generalized this facility but have used this way of com

pleting data as the only one available within the system. It should 

be obvious, that other ways of completing are needed for the general 

system. 

We have defined that both SPLIT and CREATE will automatically 

complete data. If it is not possible, the run will be aborted. 
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The punching was done by the Service Hydrographique of ICES directly 

from the prepared punching forms. No screening took place. The total 

number of cards are about 1000. Cost of punching is at present ca. 

0.50 D.kr./card. 

Costs of punching 500 D.kr. 

The vetting procedure was extended to establish the automatic logical 

check required by the final system. This includes two computer pro

grammes, one for the catch data, one for the biological data. These 

checks showed Bome diFficulties in the data. The problem were mainly 

of the type that two or more identifiers were identical, but the 

data given were different. In some cases the statistical Newsletters 

gave an indication of what had happened f.ex. landings of vessBls from 

foreign countries had been included in different ways but in some 

cases we had to leave the data given by the Working G~oup. The basic 

point of this task is that even in the very favourable situation 

given to the Working Group, data vetting requires special care and lB 

time cOIwuming 0 

The cos Ls \])01'8 

Man costs 

Machine-time for establishing the programmes 

Run of check - 6 runs 

1 man~month 

200 l),kr, 

60 D.kr. 

The analysis of the system given on p.2 defined 7 specified tasks 

which the system stlould be able to carry out. The first 4 of these 

could be harJcDeci by the ClSIRI:Cj c;ystern whilo point 5, () and 7 required 

whioh is not Finishod at tho present moment. The status is that apart 



The Danish data "JG,re not prepared on punch forms during the meet.ing 

in June but riata have besn extract.sri directly from t.he Danish fileG 

resident on magnetic tapes. This showed very few problems and this 

way of submitting data is strongly recommented if the system is put. 

into production. 

The data file in the system had to be treated using a special pro

gramme which had been written. 

The total resources used were 

fVlan costs 

Computer ,costs 

Magnetic tape, paper etc. 

1t man"'month 

1300 D.kr. 

75 D.kr. 

As a special task under the trial run a budget for establishing system 

was set up. We have prepared this under the following assumptions 

a ICES will do the ADP itself having the expertise available 

within t.he st.aff. 

b The computer costs are taken as hire of block time at the 

Danish market. 

c Data will be available in computer readable form e.g. 

magnetic tapes which should be supplied by the nat.ional 

agencies. Punching may be carried out at extra costs either 

by ICES itself or at B suitable firm. 

d Programmes will use higher language F8RTRAN, AlGBl, CBBBl 

or PL/l resulting in reduced establishing costs and slightly 

increased running costs. 
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1'18n 'lCllJJer -.-.. ~.-,,----

1 systems analyst academic level 

1/2 secretary 

['1aterial 

1 

l 

1 

terminal 

punching equipment 

modem + telephone 

magnetic tape, paper etc. 

total Elxcl. tax 

Estimated costs per year 

'" \ ft'\J cumputeI' time 

telephone 

technical service 

storage media, paper etc. 

bus between cumputer and ICES 

D kr. 35.000 

25,oOCl 

6.000 

Lj.DClD 

D kr, 'Io,DO[) 
~~~--~ ........ --~ •• < .. ~~--~ 

D k1'. 65.000 

10..DOI] 

iL 000 

i(.ooo 

000 

D kr. 86.u1J0 
~.-~-~-~-~.~.-.--

*) includes estab1ishj.ng data files and run out of standard 

tables for the Bulletin Statistique and Statistical News

letters, plus necessary security back-ups stc. 

Working groups and working parties are expected not to UBB more 

than 3500 Okr. per meeting bearing in mind that a minicomputer 

Nova 1200 is available according to agreement with the Danish 

Im,titute, 
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Under identical assumptions as the budget we find it realistic 

that the system can be setup and programmed by one man during 

ona year. This applies to the basic system with limited analyses 

package. This package can be worked out in coming years. 

With regard to the amount of data handled by ICES, tha present 

requirements are only moderate and do not enforce the ADP-technique, 

but future needs, besring quota regUlations in mind, will probably 

drastically increasB both the speed at which data should be made 

available and the amount of data. The present plan will allow a 

very quick reporting almost without increasing costs. 

The availability of data on computers will increase possibilities 

of analyses tu the working group and much tedious and timB consuming 

work may be avoided. 

The design of' thE SystWll for the trial run nta.y b(3 used directly for 

other species provided that no additional d8ta~B to go into the 

system. Such data 2fn likely to be IBngth and age/length distributions. 

That is for the general system the design has to be redone on signifi

cant points. 

The authors would like to stress that most of the data required are 

already available on computer readable forms at the national 8gencies 

and only therefore it is possible to establish the system with vary 

limited manpower. 

Status at 27/9 1974 
-==<--<',~""""=,,--,,,~=~~~~,,,,,,,,,,~,-=,,,-~-,,,,,,,,~.-~ 

Fina.L run 


